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My children! My Africa! by Athol Fugard  

Act 2 Scene 4 Notes: Credit to MTG notes 
Plot: Thami calls a meeting with Isabel to say goodbye. Isabel confronts Thami about the death of Mr M, how he was killed. Scene 4 is the unravelling of the plot.  
Isabel makes it clear that she wants nothing to do with anything or anybody from the location. However, she agrees to come because Thami said it was urgent.  Thami break the news to 
Isabel that she is leaving town and is going away for good.  Isabel is angry and thinks Thami has called her to say something about the senseless killing of Mr M. In the newspaper it is 
stated that Mr M was struck by an iron rod over his head before being set of fire.  Isabel struggles to understand why Mr M was killed.  Thami tells Isabel that Mr M was an informer and 
that all members of the political action committee have been detained.  Thami explains to Isabel that Mr M was not a spy because he was not paid but just an informer because he just 
gave the information once.  Isabel calls Mr M’s death a ‘murder’ because the mob killed one defenceless man.   Thami calls Mr M’s death an act of ‘self-defence’, because Mr M betrayed 
‘The people’, ‘comrades’ who were in a ‘fight for freedom’. (Five men end in detention because of Mr M).  Thami explains ‘treason’ to Isabel (People detained, found guilty and hanged 
without fair trial.   Thami puts it to Isabel that it is ‘her laws’ that make black people desperate and turn into ‘mad mobs’.  Isabel asks Thami if he was present when Mr M was killed and if 
he tried to stop the mob.  Thami regrets not trying hard to let Mr M know his true feelings (that he was involved in politics and that he loved him).  Thami tells Isabel that he is leaving the 
country to join the movement.  Isabel wants a place to go to where she can spiritually connect to Mr M and Thami suggests she goes to Wapadsberg Pass.  Wapadsberg Pass was a 
special place for Mr M, it is where he decided on his career. 
Setting: Open 
Characters: Thami, Isabel 
Diction: It is not easy for Isabel to talk to Thami.  Both Thami and Isabel engage in a heated argument about killing of Mr. M which Isabel struggles to understand. 
Themes:  
The nature of justice :  
Thami denies that Mr M’s killing is murder, but argues that the Apartheid system does not provide proper justice for black people. He further argues that the mob was justified to kill Mr M.  
Isabel believes that it was injustice for the mob to kill Mr M, a defenceless man.   
Words versus violence: Mr M believes that using words is the best way to bring political and social change in education. He believes that violence (using stones) is not the way.  
Stubbornness / Pride:  
Mr M does not stop ringing the bell even after Thami has warned him that his life is in danger.  Mr M refuses to join the boycotts and to sign the declaration. 
Loss of human potential:   
Thami has the potential to become a great leader / achieve high goals in life because of his intelligence, but he sacrifices his education to join the struggle for liberation. Thami and Isabel 
are excellent debaters, but this potential is lost when Thami withdraws from the competition. 
Thami and Isabel start a friendship which is a good sign for a non-racial society, but it is lost when Thami joins the struggle  
Generation gap between a traditionalist teacher and his revolutionary student: 
Do you think Thami could’ve saved Mr M’s life if he had admitted he loved him earlier? 
Possibly.  At one stage, the stage directions say “desperate to hear the truth” – he wants to hear that Thami appreciates what he has done to educate and develop him.  The fact that 
Thami never admits it is devastating to Mr M. not trying harder with him  - “I should have tried harder to make him understand why I was doing it.  

Why was it so difficult for Thami?  There was a strict authoritarian relationship between Mr M and Thami.  It made it difficult to talk to his teacher as an equal. 
Tone/Mood:  Both Isabel and Thami feel sad about the death of Mr M because they loved him.  Isabel shows anger (angry tone) and wants answers why Mr M was murdered Mood  
There is tension (tense mood) between Thami and Isabel as they discuss about Mr M and Thami’s next move. 

SCENE 4 
THAMI: Waiting 
ISABEL: Arrives. 
THAMI: Isabel. 
ISABEL: [It takes her a few seconds to respond] Hallo, Thami. 
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THAMI: Thank you for coming. 
ISABEL: [She is tense.  Talking to him is not easy] I wasn’t going to.  

Let me tell you straight out that there is nothing in this world 
… nothing! …that I want to see less at this moment than 
anything or anybody from the location.  But you said in your 
note that it was urgent, so her I am.  If you’ve got something 
to say I’ll listen. 

THAMI: Are you in a hurry? 
ISABEL: I haven’t got to be somewhere else, if that’s what you mean.  

But if you’re asking because it looks as if I would like to run 
away from here, from you! … very fast, then the answer is 
yes.  But don’t worry, I’ll be able to control that urge for as 
long as you need to say what you want to. 

THAMI: [Awkward in the face of Isabel’s severe and unyielding 
attitude] I just wanted so say goodbye. 

ISABEL: Again? 
THAMI: What do you mean? 
ISABEL: You’ve already done that, Thami.  Maybe you didn’t use that 

word, but you turned your back on me and walked out of my 
life that last afternoon the three of us …[She can’t finish] 

 How long ago was that? 
TAHMI: Three weeks, I think. 
ISABEL: So why do you want to do it again?  Aren’t you happy with 

that last time?  It was so dramatic, Thami! 
THAMI: [Patiently] I wanted so see you because I’m leaving the town, 

I’m going away for good. 
ISABEL: Oh I see.  This is meant to be a ‘sad’ goodbye, is it? [She is 

on the edge] I’m sorry if I’m hurting your feelings but I 
thought you wanted to see me because you had something to 
say about recent events in our little community …[Out of a 
pocket a crumpled little piece of newspaper which she opens 
with unsteady hands] … a certain unrest-related …I think 
that is the phrase they use …yes … here it is …[Reading] 
“ …unrest-related incident in which according to witnesses 
the defenceless teacher was attacked by a group of blacks who 
struck him over the head with an iron rod before setting him 
on fire.” 

THAMI: Stop it, Isabel! 

 
I wasn’t going to.  Let me tell you straight out that there is nothing in this world … nothing! …that I want to see less at this moment than anything or 

anybody from the location.: Isabel doesn’t want to see anyone from the location because she is upset and confused about the 
killing of Mr M 
 
your note - Thami requested to see Isabel 

 
 
 
it looks as if I would like to run away from here, from you!  - Figuratively.  She means that she doesn’t want to be with him 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
walked out of my life that last afternoon the three of us …[She can’t finish] - She refers to the day he withdrew from their quiz team. She 

cannot finish her sentence because she is overcome with grief / sadness. If you were the stage director, what would 
you tell Isabel to do?  Roll her eyes / throw her hands up in the air / shake her head from side to side / raise her voice 
on the last words to capture attention. Tone of voice: sarcastic 
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ISABEL: [Fighting hard for self-control] Oh Thami, I wish I could! I’ve 
tried everything, but nothing helps.  It just keeps going around 
and around inside my head.  I’ve tried confrontation.  Ja, the 
day after it happened I tried to get into the location.  I 
wanted to find the witnesses who reported it so accurately 
and ask them:  Why didn’t you stop it!  There was a police 
roadblock at the entrance and they wouldn’t let me in.  They 
thought I was crazy or something and ‘escorted’ me back into 
the safekeeping of two now very frightened parents. 

 There is nothing wrong with me!  All I need is someone to tell 
me why he was killed.  What madness drove those people to 
kill a man who had devoted his whole life to helping them?  
He was such a good man, Thami!  He was one of the most 
beautiful human beings I have ever known and his death is 
one of the ugliest things I have ever known. 

THAMI: [Gives her a few seconds to calm down.  Gently] He was an 
informer, Isabel.  Somehow or the other somebody discovered 
that Mr. M was an informer. 

ISABEL: You mean that list of pupils taking part in the boycott?  You 
call that informing? 

THAMI: No.  It was worse than that.  He went to the police and gave 
them the names and addresses of our political action 
committee.  All of them were arrested after his visit.  They 
are now in detention. 

ISABEL: Mr. M did that? 
THAMI: Yes. 
ISABEL: I don’t believe it. 
THAMI: It’s true, Isabel. 
ISABEL: No!  What proof do you have? 
THAMI: His own words.  He told me so himself.  I didn’t believe it 

either when he was first accused, but the last time I saw him, 
he said it was true, that he had been to the police. 

ISABEL: [Stunned disbelief] MR. M?  A police spy?  For how long? 
THAMI: No.  It wasn’t like that.  He wasn’t paid or anything.  He went 

to the police just that one time.  He said he felt it was his 
duty. 

ISABEL: What do you mean? 
THAMI: Operation Qhumisa … the boycotts and strikes, the arson … 

you know he didn’t agree with any of that.  But he was also 

 
Ja, the day after it happened I tried to get into the location. 

She tried to get into the location after she read about Mr M’s death to find out why people did not try to stop the killing 
 
 
 
 
 
This scene reveals the following about Isabel’s character: 

• She is compassionate – all the questions she asks shows that she needs answers so that she can find 
closure as she mourns the death of Mr M 

• She is caring – she wants to know what Thami is going to do, as the police are looking for him. 
• She is empathetic – she realizes that her questions upset Thami 
• She is forgiving – she didn’t want to see him but now she gives him the opportunity to speak to her. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Qhumisa – Name of the protest movement. Fire, burn ignite 
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very confused about it all.  I think he wished he had never 
done it. 

ISABEL: So he went to the police just once? 
THAMI: Yes. 
ISABEL: And as a matter of conscience? 
THAMI: Yes. 
ISABEL: That doesn’t make him an ‘informer’, Thami! 
THAMI: Then what do you call somebody who gives information to the 

police? 
ISABEL: No!  You know what that word really means, the sort of 

person it suggests.  Was Mr. M one of those?  He was acting 
out of concern for his people … you said so yourself.  He 
thought he was doing the right thing!  You don’t murder a man 
for that! 

THAMI: [Near the end of his patience] Be careful, Isabel. 
ISABEL: Of what? 
THAMI: The words u use. 
ISABEL: Oh? Which one don’t you like?  Murder?  What do you want 

me to call it … ‘an unrest-related incident’?  If you are going 
to call him an informer, then I am going to call his death 
murder! 

THAMI: It was an act of self-defence. 
ISABEL: By who? 
THAMI: The People. 
ISABEL: [Almost speechless with outrage] What?  A mad mob attacks 

one unarmed defenceless man and you want me to call it … 
THAMI: [Abandoning all attempts at patience.  He speaks with the full 

authority of the anger inside him.] Stop, Isabel!  You just keep 
quit now and listen to me.  You’re always saying you want to 
understand us and what it means to be black … well if you 
do, listen to me carefully now.  I don’t call it murder, and I 
don’t call the people who did it a mad mob and yes, I do 
expect you to see it as an act of self-defence …listen to me! 
… blind and stupid but still self-defence. 

 He betrayed us and our fight for freedom.  Five men are in 
detention because of Mr. M’s visit to the police station.  There 
have been other arrests and there will be more.  Why do you 
think I’m running away? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oh? Which one don’t you like?  Murder?   - Do you agree that it was murder? Yes, the mob murdered a defenseless man without 

giving him a fair chance to state his case and murder can never be justified.   
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 How were those people to know he wasn’t a paid informer who 
had been doing it for a long time and would do it again?  
They were defending themselves against what they thought 
was a terrible danger to themselves.  What Anela Myalatya 
did to them and their cause is what your laws define as 
treason when it is done to you and threatens the safety and 
security of your comfortable whit world.  Anybody accused of 
it is put on trial in your courts and if found guilty they get 
hanged.  Many of my people have been found guilty and have 
been hanged.  Those hangings we call murder! 

 Try to understand, Isabel.  Try to imagine what it is like to be 
a black person, choking inside with rage and frustration, 
bitterness, and then to discover that one of your own kind is a 
traitor, has betrayed you to those responsible for the suffering 
and misery of your family, of your people.  What would you 
do?  Remember there is no magistrate or court you can drag 
him to and demand that he be tried for that crime. 

 There is no justice for black people in this country other than 
what we make for ourselves.  When you judge us for what 
happened in front of the school four days ago just remember 
that you carry a share of the responsibility for it.  It is your 
laws that have made simple, decent black people so desperate 
that they turn into ‘mad mobs’. 

 [Isabel has been listening and watching intently. It looks as if 
she is going to say something, but she stops herself] Say it, 
Isabel. 

ISABEL: No. 
THAMI: This is your last chance.  You once challenged me to be honest 

with you.  I’m challenging you now. 
ISABEL: [She faces him] Were you there when it happened, Thami?  

[Pause] 
 And if you were, did you try to stop them? 
THAMI: Isn’t there a third question, Isabel?  Was I one of the mob that 

killed him? 
ISABEL: Yes.  Forgive me, Thami … please forgive me! …but there is 

that question as well.  Only once!  Believe me, only once … 
late at night when I couldn’t sleep.  I couldn’t believe it was 
there in my head, but I heard the words … “Was Thami one 
of the ones who did it?” 

 
 
Thami says it is the apartheid government’s laws that are responsible for turning people into mad mobs. (Next slide) Is it 
a fair criticism? Discuss 
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THAMI: If the police catch me, that’s the question they will ask . 
ISABEL: I’m asking you because … [An open, helpless gesture] … I’m 

lost!  I don’t know what to think or feel any more.  Help me.  
Please.  You’re the only one who can.  Nobody else seems to 
understand that I loved him. 

 [This final confrontation is steady and unflinching on both 
sides.]  

THAMI: Yes, I was there.  Yes, I did try to stop it. [Thami gives Isabel 
time to deal with this answer.] I knew how angry the people 
were.  I went to warn him.  If he had listened to me he would 
still be alive, but he wouldn’t.  It was almost as if he wanted 
it to happen. I think he hated himself very much for what he 
had done, Isabel.  He kept saying to me that it was all over.  
He was right.  There was nothing left for him.  That visit to 
the police station had finished everything. Nobody would have 
ever spoken to him again or let him teach their children. 

ISABEL: Oh, Thami, it is all so wrong!  So stupid!  That’s what I can’t 
take … the terrible stupidity of it. We needed him.  All of us. 

THAMI: I know. 
ISABEL: Then why is he dead? 
THAMI: You must stop asking these questions, Isabel.  You know the 

answers. 
ISABEL: They don’t make any sense, Thami. 
THAMI: I know what you are feeling. [Pause] I also loved him.  

Doesn’t help much to say it now I know, but I did.  Because 
he made me angry and impatient with his ‘old-fashioned’ ideas, 
I didn’t want to admit it.  Even if I had, it wouldn’t have 
stopped me from doing what I did, the boycott and everything, 
but I should have tried harder to make him understand why I 
was doing it.  You were right about that.  Now …? [A 
helpless gesture] You know the most terrible words in your 
language, Isabel?  Too late. 

ISABEL: Ja. 
THAMI: I’ll never forgive myself for not trying harder with him and 

letting him know … my true feelings for him.  Right until the 
end I tried to deny it … to him, to myself. 

ISABEL: I’m sorry I … 
THAMI: That’s all right. 
ISABEL: Are the police really looking for you? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes, I was there.  Refers to the killing / necklacing of Mr M. Two things he feels guilty about: not trying harder to get Mr M to 
understand why he joined the boycott and not letting him know what his true feelings were. What would you tell Isabel 
to do when Thami says this? Give a sigh of relief as she realises he had tried to help Mr M. 
 
 
 
That visit to the police station had finished everything….. - When he gave the names of The Action Committee to the police. People 

of the township wouldn’t trust him, would see him as a traitor to the people 
 
 
All of us – All the people of South Africa 

 
 
You must stop asking these questions, Isabel.  - Isabel agrees to meet Thami because she wants answers to her questions: 
Was Thami present when Mr M was killed, Did Thami try to prevent it, Was Thami part of the mob that killed him, Why 
was he killed 
I also loved him.  - “I also loved him” It’s the first time Thami admits his love for Mr M.  Before now he kept saying that he 
tried to save Mr M for the “Cause”.  He said Mr M was “okay” when Isabel praised him in the beginning. 
 
 
 
 
 

A helpless gesture]  - If you were the stage director, what would you tell Thami to do when saying these words?  State 2 
points: Shrug his shoulders, Hold his head in his hands, Shake his head from side to side, Arms half-stretched with his 
hands open 
 
not trying harder with him  - “I should have tried harder to make him understand why I was doing it.  

Why was it so difficult for Thami?  There was a strict authoritarian relationship between Mr M and Thami.  It made it 
difficult to talk to his teacher as an equal. 
Theme : generation gap between a traditionalist teacher and his revolutionary student. 
Do you think Thami could’ve saved Mr M’s life if he had admitted he loved him earlier? 
Possibly.  At one stage, the stage directions say “desperate to hear the truth” – he wants to hear that Thami appreciates 
what he has done to educate and develop him.  The fact that Thami never admits it is devastating to Mr M. 
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THAMI: Yes.  Some of my friends have already been detained.  They’re 
pulling in anybody they can get their hands on. 

ISABEL: Where are you going?  Cape Town? 
THAMI: No.  That’s the first place they’ll look.  I’ve written to my 

parents telling them about everything.  I’m heading north. 
ISABEL: To where? 
THAMI: Far Isabel.  I am leaving the country. 
ISABEL: Does that mean what I think it does? 
THAMI: [He nods] I’m going to join the movement.  I want to be a 

fighter.  I’ve been thinking about it for a long time.  Now I 
know it’s the right thing to do.  I don’t want to end up being 
one of the mob that killed Mr.M …but that will happen to me 
if I stayed here. 

ISABEL: Oh, Thami. 
THAMI: I know I’m doing the right thing.  Believe me. 
ISABEL: I’ll try. 
THAMI: And you? 
ISABEL: I don’t know what to do with myself, Thami.  All I know is 

that I’m frightened of losing him.  He’s only been dead for 
days and I think I’m already starting to forget what he looked 
like.  But the worst thing is that there’s nowhere for me to go 
and … you know …just be near him.  That’s so awful.  I got 
my father to phone the police but they said there wasn’t 
enough left of him to justify a grave.  What there was has 
been disposed of in a ‘Christian manner’.  So where do I go?  
The burnt-out ruins of the school?  I couldn’t face that. 

THAMI: Get your father of somebody to drive you to the top of the 
Wapadsberg Pass.  It’s on the road to Cradock. 

ISABEL: I know it. 
THAMI: It was a very special place for him.  He told me that it was 

there where it all started, where he knew what he wanted to 
do with his life … being a teacher, being the ‘Mr. M’ we 
knew.  You’ll be near him up there.  I must go. 

ISABEL: Do you need money? 
THAMI: No.  Sala Kakuhle, Isabel.  That’s the Xhosa goodbye. 
ISABEL: I know.  U’sispumla taught me to say it. 
 Hamba Kakuhle Thami. 
 [Thami leaves.]  
 

In the beginning of the play Thami was irritated by Mr M’s well-meant involvement in his life and told Isabel he will not 
allow Mr M to tell him what to do.  Now, after Mr M’s death he openly admits that he too loved Mr M.  He is sorry for not 
revealing his true feelings sooner. 
 
I’m heading north.: Ironic: Thami plays an integral part in the boycotts / unrest  and now that the police are looking for him, 
he goes north  
 
Do you think Mr M did the right thing? 
Depends how you see Mr M.  As a well-meaning teacher who truly believed he was trying to save his pupils and his 
society from chaos?  Or as a traitor. 
“We needed him.”  Why does Isabel say that? 
She admires what Mr M was trying to do for his learners and for her personally.  She thinks his life was useful because 
he really tried to educate his learners to the best of his ability.  She admires that he was trying to bring about political 
change trough integration and dialogue (the debate and the literature quiz.) 
“All of us.”  Do you agree with Isabel that we all need a person like Mr M? 
Yes.  He was a man who lived by his principles. 
No.  He is a traitor to his people… 
I don’t know what to do with myself, Thami.  Isabel wants to bid her last farewell to Mr M, but doesn’t know where to go 

Isabel is very upset about Mr M not having a proper burial because there is now no grave that she can visit to pay her 
respects – the police alleged that there was not much left to justify a grave.  She is saddened that Mr M was not 
regarded important enough to have a grave.  The police says they have disposed of his remains in a ‘Christian manner’, 
which is in fact not ‘Christian’. She feels he deserves better. 
Thami planned to leave the country /  to go North / to join the struggle overseas / become a freedom fighter overseas.  
He had to leave the country because the police were looking for him. 
How do we know that Thami is not angry with Isabel when he finally leaves: he sent her a note to meet him before he 
was to leave so that they could clear the air between them.  He greets her with a Xhosa greeting which shows that he is 
not angry with her but sees her as his equal.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sala Kakuhle – Stay well 

U’sispumla – Her friend sister Pumla 
Hamba Kakuhle – Walk well / Go well 
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The theme of the generation gap is evident is this scene and the play as a whole: 

• In this scene Mr M’s death can be directly linked to the generation gap between him and Thami as they could 
never see eye-to-eye with regards to the political situation of that time. 

• In the rest of the play: Thami did not want Mr M’s involvement in his life as he felt Mr M did not understand why 
Thami was willing to give up his education for the Cause. 

• The boycotters in the play were mostly young and did not agree with Mr M’s view of non-violent methods to 
bring about change. (Thami too)  The youth want immediate change. 

• Between Isabel and Mr M there is also a generation gap when he points out to her that the way young people 
treat their parents was different from how he treated his parents 

Do you think Thami could have saved Mr M’s life if he had tried harder to make him understand how he (Thami) felt and 
perhaps told him honestly that he cared for him? 

• Yes – If Thami had tried harder to make Mr M understand, he might never have gone to the police and so put 
a target on his own back.  If Mr M could see Thami’s point of view, he might have left well alone and the 
protesters might never have felt that they wanted revenge.  

OR 
• No-the boycotts would take place anyway because the people of that time were impatient with the system.  

Even if Thami did make him understand, Mr M still would not believe in strikes and violence and he still would 
have been a victim of the mob. 

 

 

 

 


